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Suezmax tankers, which mostly sail through the Suez Canal on their way to 
China.  The trades within the Mediterranean are dominated by Aframax 
tankers.  Some 85% of the cargoes use this vessel size.  Suezmaxes have a 
higher penetration in the UKC/Baltic trades (25%) but Aframaxes are the 
vessel of choice in that trade as well. 

How will the cutoff in Libyan supplies impact the oil and tanker market going 
forward?  Since the Libyan crisis coincides with the outbreak of the corona 
virus, our expectation is that the impact on the oil market will be limited.  The 
oil markets are well supplied, and the Libyan crudes can be easily replaced by 
other supplies.  Most Libyan crudes are light/sweet, so the U.S. seems to be 
a good alternative supplier, especially for Europe.  We will likely see more 
shale oil moving to the Mediterranean and Northwest Europe.  These trades 
are longer-haul and they will most likely benefit the same vessel types 
(Aframax/Suezmax) that carried the Libyan export volumes.  The outlook for 
the exports to China is more negative.  The decline in Chinese oil demand as 
a result of the corona virus means that the Chinese may not need to replace 
these volumes.  That is a negative factor for the long-haul Suezmax trade. 

  

 
 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Libyan oil exports halted again 

Libya does not seem to be able to catch a break.  The regime 
of Muammar Gaddafi was overthrown in 2011 as a wave of 
anti-government protests, dubbed the Arab Spring, spread 
across the Islamic world in the early 2010s.  Prior to 2011, 
Libyan oil production was around 1.5-1.8 Mb/d.  During the 
civil war that raged in 2011, oil production and exports came 
to a virtual standstill.  During 2012-2013, production 
temporary recovered, but since 2014, continued civil unrest 
has made Libyan output highly volatile and unpredictable.  In 
recent years, Libya has become the stage of a proxy war 
between regional powers.  Russia, Egypt and the United Arab 
Emirates are backing general Khalifa Haftar, the military leader 
whose Libyan National Army controls the oil-rich east and 
south of the country.  Turkey is one of the countries that 
provides military support to the UN-recognized Government 
of National Accord in Tripoli.  Other important powers, like the 
European Union and the United States are divided or have 
largely remained on the sidelines.  After producing around 1.2 
Mb/d by the end of 2019, general Haftar decided in the 
middle of last month to block Libya’s export terminal, 
pipelines and oil field.  This led the National Oil Company of 
Libya to declare force majeure on oil exports.  The impact on 
the oil and tanker market in the Mediterranean was 
immediate and significant.  In the second half of January, we 
have not observed oil tankers loading crude oil in the country. 

Traditionally, Libyan crude oil is predominantly exported to 
nearby destinations in the Mediterranean (Italy, France, 
Spain, Greece, etc.).  Our trade flow data from Lloyds List 
Intelligence shows that Italy is historically the largest 
destination. In 2019, Libya exported an average of 1 Mb/d, of 
which 325 Kb/d (32.5%) was destined for Italy.  However, 
Italy’s market share has been steadily reducing in recent years.  
Back in 2014, some 48% of Libya’s exports went to Italy.  The 
country that has picked up the slack is China.  Exports to China 
started in the second half of 2016, but quickly picked up pace 
in 2018 and 2019.  In 2019, Libyan exports to Asia 
(predominantly China) averaged 250,000 b/d, second in 
volume after Italy (325,000 b/d).  Asian imports of Libyan 
crude peaked in October 2019 at 380,000 b/d.  Since then 
eastbound volumes have declined rapidly, falling to 222,000 
b/d in December 2019 and 165,000 b/d in January 2020.  The 
most recent number was obviously impacted by general 
Haftar’s blockade. 

The tanker segments that are most impacted by the 
developments in Libyan crude oil exports are Aframaxes and 
Suezmaxes.  Libya does not have the facilities to load VLCCs, 
so the exports to Asia are almost exclusively (>95%) done on 
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